
TRR OUTTASIGHT GUIDE 
CHAPTER TRAINING

Team River Runner’s OuttaSight Program
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WELCOME!

• You are here because you have                                                          
stepped up and asked to become                                                                 
a TRR OuttaSight Guide.

• People who have a disabling                                                                  
condition have just as much right                                                                 
to take risks as those who do not. Being able to see the water is not 
a pre-condition of enjoying the water.
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WHAT TO EXPECT

• We will walk through aspects of 
OuttaSight event preparation, 
from trip planning to on-water 
safety.

• Following completion of this 
training, you will be much 
better prepared to guide your 
boater on the water.
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An OuttaSight paddle on a local lake or river is the best
way to solidify your skills and build confidence in them.



BLIND VS. LOW VISION

• Legal blindness is 20/200 vision 
or worse, or 20-degrees or 
narrower visual field in the 
better-seeing eye with best 
conventional correction.

• Low vision is uncorrectable 
vision loss that interferes with 
daily activities.

4Very few ”blind” people are totally blind



WHAT DOES IT LOOK LIKE TO KAYAK BLIND?

• https://youtu.be/LoW5GPQot3c (20/200 vision with light sensitivity)

• https://youtu.be/XH1mgNL2A28 (Diabetic Retinopathy)

• https://youtu.be/gDXTZmgRwa0 (Peripheral Vision Loss)

• https://youtu.be/50Jz942-WDc (Central Vision Loss)

• https://youtu.be/dxVbIVI9rzc (Detached Retina)
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Click the links below to view low-vision/blind kayaking simulations

https://youtu.be/LoW5GPQot3c
https://youtu.be/XH1mgNL2A28
https://youtu.be/gDXTZmgRwa0
https://youtu.be/50Jz942-WDc
https://youtu.be/dxVbIVI9rzc


THE INTERVIEW

• Prior to the trip, you will need to 
interview paddlers you don’t 
know

• See if they are ready, compare 
their experience against the river 
rating for your stream

• Don’t forget that you may need to 
help them navigate (human guide)
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INTRO TO HUMAN GUIDE

• There will be times when you 
will have to guide the individual 
to a destination, such as 
a launch site, or to a vehicle.

• The technique engages both the 
guide and individual with vision 
loss, by the individual grasping 
the back of the guide’s arm or 
shoulder.

• Click on this link to open the 
Sighted Guide YouTube playlist 
containing twenty minutes of 
simple instructional videos.

• https://www.youtube.com/playl
ist?list=PLpAOW00xNyybYZ7Em
Tk3nSvSNoPGK3r7E
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https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLpAOW00xNyybYZ7EmTk3nSvSNoPGK3r7E


SAFETY

• Paying attention to safety will 
help ensure that participants 
are able recall their experience 
with TRR fondly.
• Remember the OuttaSight 

mantra: If you’re not smiling, 
you’re doing it wrong!

The ultimate result of your attention to safety
and risk management are the smiles you see.
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SAFETY DEFINED

• Safety is a mindset that allows 
us to perform a task while 
minimizing the inherent risks 
associated with that task.
• Safety in Paddlesports is an 

intentional balance between 
adventure and risk.

“Avoiding danger is no safer in the long run
than outright exposure. Life is either a daring
adventure, or nothing.” Helen Keller
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TRR/OUTTASIGHT EVENT SAFETY

• On whitewater, brief each rapid 
as required.
• Describe the rapid from a 

maneuver perspective, not a visual 
perspective.

• Make sure your paddler is OK 
with the plan!
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There is NO DISHONOR portaging a rapid!



TRR/OUTTASIGHT EVENT SAFETY

• Get in the habit of briefing 
safety at the start of each event

• Set expectations for the event

• Identify the lead boater, sweep 
boater, safety boaters, and 
guides by name.
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The briefing is a guided discussion, not a
presentation.



TRR/OUTTASIGHT EVENT SAFETY

• OuttaSight paddlers tend to 
appear unstable and may flip 
more frequently
• Staying in the boat is generally 

safer than swimming

• Teaching Bow Rescues, Hand-of-
God Rescues, and Rolls will pay 
off in the long run, especially in 
more technical water. 12

Steve Baskis mid-roll on the Colorado



TEACHING SKILLS ON DRY LAND

• It may be very useful to teach 
strokes, wet exits, bow-rescues, 
and rolling on dry land first.
• Makes tactile learning a little 

simpler

• Reduces a lot of the anxiety 
surrounding in-water training
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Lonnie Bedwell practicing a roll on dry land



THE OUTTASIGHT POD

• Establish the Pod
• OuttaSight Guide

• OuttaSight Paddler

• Safety and/or Support Boaters

• The pod travels together as a 
unit
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What happens in the pod, stays in the pod J



THE OUTTASIGHT POD

• Pod make-up varies based on 
the venue, paddling difficulty, 
level of vision impairment, and 
the weather.

• As a rule of thumb, as difficulty 
increases, so does pod size.
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THE OUTTASIGHT POD

• The typical Flat-Water pod consists 
of two guide-paddler pairs 
supported by one safety boater.

• If conditions create more complex 
water, adding a support boater 
can be helpful.
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THE OUTTASIGHT POD

• The typical White-Water pod 
consists of one guide-paddler pair 
supported by one safety boater 
and one support boater.

• The support boater takes on the 
role of guide or safety as the 
situation dictates.
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STRINGING PODS TOGETHER
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• On larger trips, it is 
helpful to string each 
pod together with a 
roving support boater 
between them.

• Should an issue 
arise, the rover 
goes to assist while 
the “partner pods” 
stop and wait.



RISK ASSESSMENT AND MITIGATION

• Assessing Risks
• Brainstorm with your safety 

crew what risks you might 
encounter.

• Estimate both the likelihood 
and severity should the risk 
item actually occur.

• Create a plan to minimize 
them.

19Even a little rain can be risky. The trick is to
figure out just how risky it is and what you can
do about it.



NOW WHAT?

• The best way to learn guiding is 
to get out on the water with 
your OuttaSight paddler and 
work it out.

• Start on easy water and work up 
to your paddler’s goal.

• Get your butts in some boats!
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Kayaking is the best way to build a smile!



FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT

WWW.TEAMRIVERRUNNER.ORG/RESOURCES

TRR is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization incorporated in the state of Maryland. Tax Exempt ID # 20-3838651
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http://www.teamriverrunner.org/resources

